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appeared in an editorial in the Georgia paper in 1898. The editor 
approved a proposal to permit the city of Atlanta to assume control of 
the municipal electric light plant. "It is everywhere taken for granted" he 
said, "that it is a perfectly proper thing to do. This indicates that the 
principle of government control of such concerns as are of general 
interest is generally accepted. . . .” 9, The majority of Baptists, however, 
were unquestionably conservative in their attitudes toward the growth in 
governmental power.

One of the persistent problems facing Baptists in their relations with 
the state in the last third of the nineteenth century was in the area of 
public education. In the early years of the century Baptists had been 
apathetic toward or opposed to formal education— even for their minis-
ters. But by 1865 they had come to approve the principle of an educated 
ministry and an educated citizenry. They supported liberal-arts schools 
(few deserved the name college or university) in most of the states and a 
theological seminary. Although they accepted the principle of universal 
education, they disagreed among themselves and with outsiders over 
details of a general education system. Controversy centered chiefly around 
four issues: the right of the state to enter the field of education; the 
validity of compulsory attendance laws; the right of the state to support 
higher education; and the right of the state to teach morals and religion 
in schools supported by public funds.

Baptists generally accepted the principle of universal education by 
1865, but they by no means approved the idea of public97 98 education 
under state control. Opposition to state schools continued for more than 
two decades after the Civil W ar. In a scries of articles in the Virginia 
paper in 1875, a contributor, writing under the pseudonym "Civis,” 
presented the principal arguments in opposition. His major premise was 
that government should touch the individual at as few points as possible. 
To the extent that government usurped responsibility and imposed taxa-
tion for the support of activities not absolutely necessary to its function—  
"to that extent,” Civis said, "government is arbitrary and communistic.” 
Since education was not a necessary function of government, taxation for 
education, he said,

97. Christian Index (Atlanta), September 15, 1898, p. 6. For further opinion 
on the role of government in the economy see chapter 5.

98. The term "public school” was used synonymously with "elementary 
school.” Baptists seemed to have had only a vague concept of the role of the "high 
school" in public education.
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is simply robbery, and harms even those for whose special benefit it was 
intended. Let a man know that government will educate his children, and he 
will cease to make efforts to educate them himself. He will, moreover, 
conclude, and very logically conclude, that it will feed and clothe them 
too. . . . Thus the public school system, and the idea upon which it is based, 
tend to relax individual energy by supplying its lack, and to emasculate the 
energies of a people. . . .  I indignantly protest against the compulsory pay-
ment of a single cent for the education of the children of worthless vaga-
bonds, who are quartered by law upon my labor for support. . . .  A tax bill 
that takes my money to educate another man’s children is a wanton and 
wicked aggression upon my rights, and is disastrous to all parties, and to the 
State at large."

In a later article Civis argued that state education removed the child 
from the wholesome influences of home and subjected him to the im-
moral influences of any teacher whom the state might choose to employ. 
Public education crushed individualism and tended toward uniformity in 
violation of the laws of God and nature. Furthermore, public schools 
secularized education and led inevitably to "atheism or infidelity/' Civis 
concluded,

My soul sickens in the contemplation of the terrible condition to which we 
are hastening with blind infatuation. Patriots, parents, Christians, let us 
destroy this deadly upas, ere it poison the fountains of purity and truth, and 
striking its roots deep down through our social fabric, sap the foundations of 
our strength.99 100

These articles sparked a discussion that continued for several months. 
By far the greater number of responses were in opposition to the views 
expressed by Civis. The editor finally brought the controversy to a close 
with a summation of the arguments on both sides and a strong statement 
in support of public education.101 Sporadic opposition continued into the

99. Religious Herald (Richmond), April 1, 1875, p. 1.
100. Ibid., April 8, 1875, p. 1. The arguments presented here are identical 

with those which Horace Mann, Henry Barnard, and other reformers confronted 
and overcame in New England fifty years earlier. Urbanized sections of the 
country accepted the idea of public education sooner than rural areas. The 
predominantly rural South resisted change longer than other major sections, but 
this cultural lag was by no means unique to the South. See Newton Edwards and 
Herman G. Richey, The School in the American Social Order ( 1947), pp. 322- 
382.

101. Religious Herald (Richmond), July 22, 1875, p. 1.
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